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MARKET UPDATE AND COMMENTS

WEEKLY BENCHMARKS

Equities endured a dramatic sell-off to start last week, but following a brutal Monday,
recovered their footing to finish the week with a S&P 500 Index gain of 1.97%.1 The early
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week sell-off was fear induced as COVID cases mounted around the U.S. It was also a
function of the weak underlying market of the previous two weeks. While the S&P was up
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in recent weeks, a significant portion of the gain was in the five largest companies – very
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Markets responding quickly to the brief sell-off with good breadth is also comforting. The
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all-important canary in the coal mine of credit stress remains solid, credit markets are
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narrow participation. Sentiment quickly went to bearish extremes early last week, which
now puts equities in a less vulnerable position. Bearish sentiment is a contrarian positive.

not stressed and wide open. Signs of credit stress are a strong indicator of larger equity
drawdowns. The seasonal set-up is still poor for equities, historical forward returns look
their worst when dated from the July earnings release dates. The 10-year Treasury yield
briefly plunged lower early last week, before snapping back to close the week at 1.28%.2
Bond prices and yields move in opposite directions. A strong support level just below 1.30%
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in yield continues to hold for the 10.
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Lots of ground to make up, shortfall exacerbated by labor shortage
Employment losses by industry since February 2020
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The recent surge in COVID Delta-variant cases is the clear and present reason for spiking
fear. This is a very infectious variant, ripping through counties with low vaccination
rates. 97% of hospitalizations are unvaccinated, and unvaccinated populations allow for
these variants to develop in the first place. The current surge is expected to peak around
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September 1. As a silver lining, the five states with the highest case counts had higher rates
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of vaccinations than the national average over the last week.
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ECONOMIC NEWS

U.S. Vaccine Rollout

There is not a lot of evidence that the COVID surge is

Percentage of people receiving at least one dose by age group

impacting the economic recovery. The most-effected
regions in the U.S. are small in relation to overall US GDP,
accounting for about 10% of the total.3 July manufacturing
PMI came in at another record high, beating estimates.
New orders growth picked up, and existing customers
increased spending. Foreign demand also ticked higher.
Labor shortages remain a constraint.

Source: NatixisPRCG, CDC. As of 7/19/21.
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